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State: North Carolina
Core Constituency/Target Audience: Multi-racial
working class communities
Website: carolinafederation.org
Facebook: facebook.com/carolinafederation
Twitter: @carolinafed
Instagram: @carolinafederation
Donate: secure.actblue.com/donate/sd003-nc-cf

Carolina Federation is a statewide organization that brings local people together across race and the
rural-urban divide to build political and electoral power in their own communities. They engage in
organizing that strengthens diverse communities, develops leaders, and achieves electoral victories. They
are building an independent political movement that forges a new political and economic agenda for
North Carolina, rooted in a culture of dignity and belonging. Through their organizing, they are working
to build permanent, progressive majorities at the local and state level.
Carolina Federation’s approach to building power is defined by their relentless commitment to bringing
new people into political action, their deep investment in local leadership, and their intentional
integration of cultural work with community and electoral organizing.

STATE LEGISLATIVE WORK
Carolina Federation supports candidates at the state legislative level each year. Their principal goal is
to build a long-term base of progressive voters across North Carolina and build progressive governing
majorities at the state and local level.
Carolina Federation endorses a small cohort of targeted legislative candidates in the general election and
supports those candidates through phonebanking and canvassing, fundraising, and strategic planning.
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ACCOMPLISHMENTS
Carolina Federation was founded in 2019 and has quickly become a powerhouse of progressive
organizing in North Carolina. In 2020, Carolina Federation had the largest volunteer-run field operation
in North Carolina. They made hundreds of thousands of phone calls and had over 86,000
conversations with voters.

STATE BRIDGES SPEAKERS
Sendolo Diaminah
Sendolo Diaminah is a Co-Director of Carolina Federation. He is an organizer,
trainer, and strategist with experience in community and electoral organizing,
as well as elected office.
Before joining Carolina Federation, Sendolo was the training director at Black
Organizing for Leadership & Dignity (BOLD), where he developed a leadership
curriculum for organizers and executive directors. Sendolo has also served on the Durham
School Board.

IN THE NEWS

NC FAST FACTS

• Remaking the Economy: Finding the Levers for

• Current Control: Current Control: Divided

• North Carolina Groups Work Together to

• Gubernatorial Election: 2024
• Length of State Senate & House term: 2 years
• Redistricting: The North Carolina State

System Change

Mobilize Black and Latino Voters

Government (since 2017)

Legislature draws Congressional and state
maps

• Sister District Target: Blue Inroads
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